A MEMBER OF AIRSTREAM'S CRUISING FLEET

30-foot

CHECK THESE FEATURES!

- of the New... SOVEREIGN OF THE ROAD

Specifications and prices subject to change without notice.

WORLD FAMOUS • ALL ALUMINUM • TRAVEL TRAILERS
The king of them all, an elegant, spacious, beautifully equipped land yacht. The very lightest, finest, most mobile thirty footer on the road, for those who demand no less than the best.

- Truly a monarch of the highways, this trailer appeals most to the experienced trailer traveler who must move frequently and travel for extended periods. A 30 foot trailer that weighs less than 4000 lbs. and tows like a dream. A demonstration quickly proves that here is large trailer comfort and convenience with small trailer mobility.

- The well appointed, comfortably spacious interior provides the privacy of a two or three room apartment by use of folding doors and offers; rectangular twin beds... roomy rear bathroom, tub, shower, toilet and lavatory... abundant storage space... largest, most convenient galley ever in an Airstream... eye level off floor refrigerator with freezer... extra spacious living room... provision for television. Even greater off the road independence is yours by addition of Wally Byam Caravan tested optional extras, listed on reverse side.

- The "Sovereign", shiny featherlite and regal is the finest land cruiser on the road. The attractive price, made possible by production line methods, makes it Airstream's best buy.